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At Modern Aesthetic Plastic Surgery, Drs. Skalicky and Feldman, along 
 

with their aestheticians and injectors, constantly strive to perfect existing
  

techniques in cosmetic surgery based on both new technologies in the field and 
 

varying patient requests. Every patient is given a specific treatment plan that is varying patient requests. Every patient is given a specific treatment plan that is 
 

individually tailored to their needs.

The surgeons, injectors and medical aestheticians at Modern Aesthetic are 
 

focused on the latest trends in cosmetic surgery, including minimally invasive 
 

techniques and procedures that rejuvenate appearance with less downtime. These techniques and procedures that rejuvenate appearance with less downtime. These 
 

techniques include a multitude of procedures that can be performed in an office 
 

setting under local anesthesia. Examples include eyelid surgeries, mini-facelifts, 
 

facial fat transfer and even nasal reductions, without the need for expensive 
 

hospital fees. In addition, the nurse injectors and aestheticians perform facial 
 

hospital fees. In addition, the nurse injectors and aestheticians perform facial 
 

rejuvenation techniques that enhance appearance through facial contouring 
 

procedures with the newest injectable products and skin tightening using lasers 
 

and energy-based devices.and energy-based devices.

Every member of the Modern Aesthetic team understands the subtleties of 
 

facial anatomy and its differences from patient to patient. Perhaps the greatest 
 

strength of each team member at Modern Aesthetic is their ability to use their 
 

“aesthetic eye” when developing individualized treatment plans. This inherent “aesthetic eye” when developing individualized treatment plans. This inherent 
 

skill allows each surgeon or provider to apply their knowledge of anatomy and 
 

procedure expertise in the most beneficial way to enhance appearance.

Currently, their most popular treatments in the practice include body 
 

contouring procedures, breast procedures, facial rejuvenation, facial injectables, contouring procedures, breast procedures, facial rejuvenation, facial injectables, 
 

fat transfer, rejuvenation lasers, rhinoplasty and eyelid procedures. One of the 
 

newest rejuvenation approaches in the practice include what is termed “multiple 
 

minis”. This approach to rejuvenation involves packaging many isolated smaller 
  

aesthetic procedures in combination to give the greatest overall change for a 
 

patient in the most cost-effective manner. Rather than choosing one larger 
 

surgery, a patient may better benefit from smaller procedures in combination 
 

such as nasal rasping, upper eyelid skin removal and fat transfer all at once to such as nasal rasping, upper eyelid skin removal and fat transfer all at once to 
 

give a better overall change as opposed to one isolated procedure.

The aesthetic journey for each patient begins with a consultation at one of the 
 

practice’s two beautiful locations. At the consultation, each patient will meet 
 

with one of the practice providers and be evaluated, educated, and informed of with one of the practice providers and be evaluated, educated, and informed of 
 

all treatment options. According to the Modern Aesthetic team, “Looking good 
 

is commonly a major factor in feeling good.”
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